Answer Key

Worksheet 1
square: a computer screen; ice cubes
circle: a DVD; a whole pizza
oval: an egg; eyes
rectangle: a dollar bill; a football field
triangle: a pyramid; a slice of pizza

Worksheet 2
1. marbles
2. checkers
3. chess
4. backgammon

Worksheet 3
1. b. began
2. a. very old
3. a. boxes with equal size
4. a. a hard, strong material
5. a. make a connection in my mind
6. a. land with water on three sides
7. a. important, with value
8. b. not wide
9. b. mountain with a whole on top
10. b. in agreement with

Worksheet 4
1. modern / alike
2. like / famous / older
3. spacious / tiny / efficiently

Worksheet 5
1. False
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. False
Worksheet 6
1. but
2. near, but not at the center
3. a small town next to a city
4. beautiful
5. pleasant and attractive
6. changed
7. large
8. machines
9. easy and comfortable
10. intimate and warm
11. newest

Worksheet 7
1. a.
2. c.
3. e.
4. b.
5. f.
6. h.
7. d.
8. g.

Worksheet 8
1. b. peace
2. e. weak
3. j. soft
4. a. faraway
5. i. traditional
6. c. ugly
7. l. spacious
8. d. up-to-date
9. f. end
10. h. thin
11. g. different
12. k. wide
Worksheet 9
1. smallest
2. deepest
3. highest
4. lower
5. higher
6. oldest
7. longest

Worksheet 10
1. house
2. structure
3. water
4. game
5. shape
6. liquid
7. material
8. place
9. appliance
10. customer
11. property
12. information

Worksheet 11
1. cards / chess
2. efficient / up-to-date / valuable / amazing
3. comfortable / large and formal / warm and cozy
4. valuable
5. efficient / convenient
6. lovely; charming / pleasing
7. old / ancient / famous
8. amazing / famous

Worksheet 12
1. modern ancient / old / historic
2. traditional brand-new / modern / latest
3. ugly pretty / beautiful / lovely
4. rude charming / nice / pleasant
5. old deep / high / old
6. amazing comfortable / warm / cozy
7. tiny spacious / large / big
8. false honest / truthful / real
9. hard easy / convenient / easy / useful
10. usual amazing / terrific / wonderful
Worksheet 13
1. b.
2. d.
3. a.
4. e.
5. h.
6. f.
7. c.
8. g.

Worksheet 14
1. modern
2. alike
3. pretty
4. tiny
5. chain
6. circle